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ABSTRACT
CENTAUR has been selected as one of the eight initial instruments to be built at the Second Target Station (STS) of the Spallation Neu-
tron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It is a small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and wide-angle neutron scattering (WANS)
instrument with diffraction and spectroscopic capabilities. This instrument will maximally leverage the high brightness of the STS source, the
state-of-the-art neutron optics, and a suite of detectors to deliver unprecedented capabilities that enable measurements over a wide range of
length scales with excellent resolution, measurements on smaller samples, and time-resolved investigations of evolving structures. Notably,
the simultaneous WANS and diffraction capability will be unique among neutron scattering instruments in the United States. This instrument
will provide much needed capabilities for soft matter and polymer sciences, geology, biology, quantum condensed matter, and other materials
sciences that need in situ and operando experiments for kinetic and/or out-of-equilibrium studies. Beam polarization and a high-resolution
chopper will enable detailed structural and dynamical investigations of magnetic and quantum materials. CENTAUR’s excellent resolution
makes it ideal for low-angle diffraction studies of highly ordered large-scale structures, such as skyrmions, shear-induced ordering in col-
loids, and biomembranes. Additionally, the spectroscopic mode of this instrument extends to lower momentum transfers than are currently
possible with existing spectrometers, thereby providing a unique capability for inelastic SANS studies.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0090527

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many fields of science have focused on under-
standing non-equilibrium kinetic processes in hierarchical com-
plexes with both nanoscopic and macroscopic structures that matter
to their property and function. Developing knowledge of such mate-
rials and processes is critical for establishing the scientific under-
standing necessary to enable various transformative opportunities
mentioned in a number of recent reports from the US Department
of Energy Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee, National

Science Foundation, and National Academies of Sciences, Engi-
neering and Medicine1–3—such as mastering hierarchical architec-
tures and beyond-equilibrium matter; understanding heterogeneity,
interfaces, and disorder beyond ideal materials and systems; and
advancing imaging capabilities across multiple scales.

X ray and neutron scattering techniques have long contributed
to our understanding of materials structures and dynamics at length
scales that range from angstroms to micrometers. Neutrons have
many unique properties, including sensitivity to light elements and
a magnetic moment, which make neutron scattering techniques
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indispensable research tools. In particular, neutron diffraction and
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) have provided fundamental
insight about materials over length scales ranging from angstroms
to hundreds of nanometers. Neutron diffraction excels at providing
atomic-resolution structures of both small molecules and macro-
molecules, and SANS is ideally suited to probing long length scales
in complex, disordered materials. Unfortunately, no existing neu-
tron scattering instruments can investigate both structural regimes
at the same time. To better capture the vastly different length scales,
it is desirable to cover a much broader range of length scales with
a single instrument using a single configuration, especially for those
in situ, operando, and kinetics studies with conditions that are not
easily duplicated or repeated. Furthermore, it is desirable to improve
the temporal resolution of measurements from minutes to several
seconds or to reduce the sample size significantly, which requires
a high-flux neutron beam. A high-flux neutron beam also enables
a raster-scan approach with a submillimeter-sized beam to map
out nonuniform samples, thereby providing neutron imaging or
tomography that uses the scattering and diffraction signal as a con-
trast mechanism, rather than the typical absorption signal used in
radiography to understand the inhomogeneity in many engineering
materials.4–6

With this capability gap in mind, the broader neutron scatter-
ing user community was consulted about what would be required of
an instrument that served such a purpose. The desired instrument
is a versatile and flexible SANS and wide-angle neutron scattering
(WANS) instrument that has several unique features that enable
new sciences. The key instrument parameters from various dis-
cussions are summarized in Table I and were used to develop an
instrument called CENTAUR. CENTAUR is a small- and wide-
angle neutron scattering diffractometer/spectrometer with a large
dynamic range in reciprocal space. Specifically designed and opti-
mized for the Second Target Station (STS) of the Spallation Neutron
Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), it simul-
taneously covers length scales from atomic distance (diffraction) to

hundreds of nanometers [small-angle scattering (SAS)]. Addition-
ally, CENTAUR is also a direct geometry spectrometer that can
probe dynamics at relatively large length-scale structures. Hence,
the name “CENTAUR” was chosen to reflect the multi-functionality
nature of the powerful future instrument.

In this paper, we present CENTAUR’s specifications, fea-
tures, and performance estimates. These particulars were developed
using the following philosophy. First, as the only SANS-capable
instrument selected for the first instrument suite at STS, it is an
optimized SANS and WANS instrument with a minimum Q (Q
= 4π sin θ/λ, where θ is half of the scattering angle and λ is the neu-
tron wavelength) comparable to a typical high-performance SANS.
Second, the expanded Q range reaches a diffraction regime compa-
rable to that of a powder diffractometer. Third, it can be used as
a direct geometry spectrometer by taking advantage of the time-
of-flight high-flux source and SAS for inelastic SANS capability.
The resulting instrument provides a truly unique capability to the
scientific community.

CONCEPTUAL INSTRUMENT COMPONENT
AND LAYOUT

There are three systems in the CENTAUR instrument concept
necessary for achieving the desired requirements and flexibility: a
variable optics system, a neutron detection system with large detec-
tor coverage with fixed location, and a high-speed chopper for
spectroscopic analysis. The variable optics system with removable
straight neutron guides—similar to other traditional SANS instru-
ments, such as Bio-SANS7 and GP-SANS8—provides adjustable flux
and divergence with different collimation lengths for achieving the
optimal conditions for different experiments. The detector system
on CENTAUR consists of four arrays of detectors at different and
fixed locations relative to the sample position. In addition to a low-
angle detector array and a mid-angle array, a higher-angle array and

TABLE I. Key instrument parameter requirements.

Q range 0.001–20 Å−1

Q resolution (ΔQ/Q) Forward detectors (small- and wide-angle): <10%
Backscattering detectors (diffraction): <1%

Time resolution ∼1 s for some samples
Additional capability Inelastic SANS spectrometer and polarized neutrons up to 0.4 Å−1

Sample size Typically, 1–10 mm in diameter, other
shape possible (e.g., 4 × 8 mm2 or smaller);
minimum static sample in volume: ∼100 μl

Sample environment Wide range of sample environments with convenient
access and expandability. Some examples are automatic

in-line flow cell, liquid handling robot (e.g., pH titrating),
temperature/pressure ramping, flow-through cell,

humidity control, stroboscopic sample environment
capability, other in situ cells as needed

(e.g., stain and shear), closed-cycle refrigerators,
low-temperature cryostats, including 3He and

dilution refrigerators, and magnets
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the backscattering array provide WANS and diffraction region cov-
erage, which is important for understanding the structures at much
smaller scales than from a typical SANS instrument. By virtue of
the broad wavelength band, CENTAUR can cover 0.001–20 Å−1

in a single configuration—the first instrument of its kind in the
United States to fill this important capability gap. The instrument
can be turned into a direct geometry spectrometer by inserting a
high-speed monochromatic chopper near the sample position. The
small-angle detector array provides an inelastic SANS capability to
analyze dynamics occurring in large-scale structures. The inelas-
tic SANS setup further extends the capability of direct geometry
spectrometers at the SNS.

CENTAUR will be equipped with a polarization setup for
regular operation, a capability currently lacking at the ORNL
SANS instrument suite.9 With a spacious sample area and flex-
ible optics systems, CENTAUR will host an array of sample
environments—ranging from a high-throughput sample changer
to high-field magnets and from in situ/operando devices simulat-
ing real-world processes to additional multi-modal probes parallel
to neutron scattering. Together with the high-flux neutron beam
offered by the new source, CENTAUR will become a “lab-on-beam”
facility, offering an unparalleled tool for solving many science ques-
tions. We also leverage developments at the existing ORNL SANS
instruments at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) (i.e., Bio-SANS
and GP-SANS) and the First Target Station (FTS) (i.e., EQ-SANS)
of the SNS to complement CENTAUR’s capabilities, including their
sample environment devices and software tools,10–13 which are in
use or under development. As a workhorse instrument at STS, we
envision CENTAUR as an integral part of the SNS/HFIR neutron

scattering facilities. In this section, we describe the major com-
ponents of CENTAUR, which are shown in Fig. 1 and listed in
Table II.

Source and neutron delivery system

CENTAUR will be located at position ST06 in the STS instru-
ment hall, which views a para-hydrogen tube moderator that is
3 cm in diameter. This compact source provides the high bright-
ness needed for high incident beam flux and wide Q range coverage.
The total length of the instrument—also a factor of determining
the usable wavelength band—is set to be 35.5 m to balance the
broad wavelength band and the largest sample-to-detector distance.
The instrument bisector is perpendicular to the proton beam direc-
tion on the target, potentially reducing the high-energy neutron
background. The straight guide that extracts neutrons from the
moderator will start about 1 m from the face of the moderator and
extend to chopper 1 through the moderator monolith.

Bandwidth-defining choppers, chopper 1 and chopper 2, run
at 15 Hz, the same pulse frequency as the source, or 7.5 Hz in a
pulse-skipping mode for a wider wavelength band. They are an STS
large single-disk chopper and an STS large double-disk chopper,
respectively. When the choppers operate at 15 Hz, a bandwidth of
∼7.44 Å can be achieved—for example, neutrons from the 2–9.44 Å
band [Fig. 2(a)]. Combined with the large angular coverage from the
detector arrays, this wide bandwidth will provide a wide dynamic
Q range and high flux. In the skipped-pulse mode of 7.5 Hz, a
bandwidth of ∼14.88 Å (e.g., 0.5–15.38 Å) is achievable [Fig. 2(b)],
which will provide an impressive dynamic Q-range. An STS large T0

FIG. 1. Major components at CENTAUR.
(a) A side view with various component
distances relative to the source labeled.
Once moderated in the moderator, neu-
trons enter the neutron delivery system
to reach the sample area. The scattered
neutrons are collected in the neutron
detection system. (b) An isometric view
with major components labeled. The col-
ors are used to differentiate components
in design drawing.
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TABLE II. Primary CENTAUR instrument components and their locations.

Component Description Location from moderator

Beam shaping and delivery

Chopper 1 1 disk at 15 Hz Z = 6.25 m (in bunker)
T0 chopper 1 rotor at 15 Hz Z = 7.79 m (in bunker)
Chopper 2 2 disks at 15 Hz Z = 9.69 m (in bunker)
Neutron guide Straight guide, 3 × 3 cm2, m = 3 Z = 1–22.5 m
Operations shutter Heavy shutter Z = 13.28 m
Variable optics box 1 Translatable out of beam Z = 15.46 m
Variable optics box 2 Translatable out of beam Z = 18.48 m
Variable optics box 3 Translatable out of beam Z = 21.48 m
Fermi chopper Translatable out of beam Z = 22.71 m
Sample position Z = 25.46 m

Component Description Location from sample

Detector (R indicates a radial layout)

Backscattering detector bank R = −1.25 m
High-angle detector bank R = +1.11 m
Mid-angle detector bank R = +3.33 m
Low-angle detector bank Z = +10 m

chopper will sit between chopper 1 and chopper 2 to reduce the fast
neutrons and the prompt gramma ray pulse that results from the
direct view of the moderator. This ensures more efficient transport
of shorter wavelength neutrons, such as <2 Å, for diffraction and
for high energy, low-angle spectroscopy while reducing the back-
ground noise. A straight guide in which a frame-overlap mirror is
installed will extend from chopper 2 to the outer wall of the bunker
at 13.288 m. The frame overlap mirror will remove undesired, long
wavelength neutrons beyond the required band by eliminating the
slow neutrons that arise from prior pulses, thereby improving the
instrument spectrum and background.14

As required by STS, a maintenance shutter and an operations
shutter are located next to the exterior wall of the target mono-
lith and the target bunker, respectively. They will use standard
STS designs.15 The open configuration of both shutters will include
integrated neutron guides for better neutron transport.

To provide different angular divergences, a variable optics sys-
tem with interchangeable components, such as neutron guides, open
space, and source-defining apertures, will be used. The system starts
15.46 m from the source. Inside the optics system, the first and the
second collimation sections are 3 m in length, while the third one
is 1 m in length. All neutron guides will be straight supermirrors
(m = 3) with square openings of 3 × 3 cm2 to match the source
size. The variable optics system provides collimation lengths of 10,
7, 4, and 3 m (designated as the number of guides [NG] = 0, 1, 2, 3,
respectively) to the nominal sample position, which is set 25.46 m
away from the moderator. A polarizing supermirror will be in the
first box as one of the removable optics components.

A Fermi chopper can be inserted with a translation stage at
22.71 m to perform spectroscopy. The Fermi chopper provides
a monochromatic beam for performing direct geometry inelastic

spectroscopy, particularly at low Q. An evacuated flight tube will
extend from the end of the variable optics system to the nominal
sample position.

The sample area

The nominal sample position, meaning that it is a reference
point in the instrument geometry along with the moderator and the
most frequently used sample position, will be at 25.46 m. It will be an
open walk-in space inside a radiation-shielded hutch. Because SANS
techniques are applicable for almost any sample state and morphol-
ogy, it is very important that the sample area possess flexibility for
accommodating sample holders and environments that range in size
from cm to meters with minimum switch-over time. CENTAUR
will offer flexibility and convenience for a broad range of sample
environments, such as a robotic sample changer, cryo-magnets, or
a 3He analyzer for polarization analysis. There will be a second floor
that provides convenient access for top-loading sample equipment,
such as a cryo-magnet. The sample aperture is positioned immedi-
ately before the nominal sample position. A variable aperture system
provides the flexibility to use different beam sizes, diameters typi-
cally from 1 to 10 mm, and additional shapes and sizes will also be
available.

Neutron detection system

The large solid-angle coverage of the detector system is another
central feature of CENTAUR. It provides a broad Q range in a sin-
gle instrument configuration and improves operational efficiency
by collecting as many of the scattered neutrons as possible to
improve counting statistics and enable faster measurements. The
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FIG. 2. Timing diagram examples for selected operation modes: (a) 15 Hz with a
bandwidth of 2–9.44 Å and (b) 7.5 Hz with a bandwidth of 0.5–15.38 Å. The blue
and red lines represent the shortest and the longest wavelengths, respectively,
within the wavelength band defined by chopper 1 (black) and chopper 2 (green).
The T0 chopper between them is not shown.

detectors will be scintillator Anger cameras with silicon photomul-
tiplier (SiPM detector) modules that have a position resolution of
3 × 3 mm2. With respect to the consideration of instrument geome-
try resolution, the pixel size is well-matched to the expected sample
dimensions (1–10 mm diameter or square). Each module has an
active area of 30 × 30 cm2. In the forward direction, three banks
of modules located at 10.00, 3.33, and 1.11 m from the nominal
sample position will provide small- and wide-angle coverage with
the overlapping Q range (Fig. 3). They are fixed in position, which
will greatly increase measurement efficiency. An array of backscat-
tering detectors located 1.25 m from the nominal sample position
provides coverage in the very high Q diffraction regime. All detec-
tor banks except the low-angle bank are arranged with their surfaces
tangent to a spherical surface with a radius equal to their distance
from the nominal sample position. With the exception of the low-
angle bank, the 3 × 3 arrays of detector modules in each bank are
missing the center module to allow neutrons to pass through. The
holes in the high-angle and the mid-angle arrays are optimized to

FIG. 3. Detector layout in the current preliminary design. The light blue lines illus-
trate how the rays from the sample position reach different detector arrays. The
nominal sample position is shown, with the sample-to-detector distance labeled
next to the detector arrays.

minimize shadowing onto the next array. The post-sample flight
path for all forward scattering detectors is a vacuum vessel, whereas
the backscattering detectors are in ambient air with an optional He
gas-filled cover. Flat samples typically used for SANS experiments
will enable more straightforward correction for the sample thickness
during data reduction from the backscattering detectors compared
with, for example, detector banks positioned 90○ to the neutron
beam direction.

In addition to typical beam traps of various sizes for block-
ing the direct beam before reaching the detector, semi-transparent
ones will also be provided for simultaneous collection of scattered
and transmitted neutron beams through the sample, which greatly
simplifies measurement.

Polarization system

The neutron’s magnetic moment is a major advantage of neu-
tron scattering. Currently, none of the ORNL SANS instruments
provide a polarized beam. CENTAUR will fill this gap. The polariza-
tion system provides the capability to separate incoherent scattering
and nuclear scattering or magnetic scattering and nuclear scatter-
ing. Based on the feedback from the scientific user community, the
required Q range for polarization analysis is 0.002 to 0.3 Å−1 under
a magnetic field higher than 1 T. The system consists of these major
components (Fig. 4). First, it includes a neutron spin supermirror
polarizer with a 3 × 3 cm2 cross section located in the first section of
the variable optics system. Its m = 4 will ensure efficient reflection of
neutron wavelengths longer than 2 Å. Second, an adiabatic fast pas-
sage spin flipper flips the neutron beam polarization relative to the
magnetic field applied to the sample located just before the sample
position. A magnetic guide field is integrated into the variable col-
limation system. The third component is a polarized 3He neutron
spin analyzer after the sample position to measure the polarization
of the scattered neutron. For simplicity and practicality, especially
in reducing the instrument background from auxiliary equipment,
an ex situ system will be used.16 In the ex situ system, multiple 3He
cells with different diameters of up to 15 cm can be dropped in and
swapped easily during the experiment as needed. For example, with a
70% 3He polarization ratio, the 3He cell can be optimized to provide
a good balance between the neutron transmission ratio and polar-
ization ratio within the wavelength band. The compactness of the
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FIG. 4. The conceptual setup of the polarization system at CENTAUR. The ex situ
3He analyzer cell (the blue box) will be placed in the sample area after sample
environment, for example, an sample magnet system shown in yellow here. All
components can be easily removed if not needed.

ex situ system will also provide improved magnetic shielding and
additional distance from the sample environment magnet stray field.
A “hot swap” during experiments into the polarized mode to quickly
check signals is possible, as well as a subsequent return to the unpo-
larized mode for enhanced scattering intensity. With a 15 cm 3He
cell and a wavelength band of 2–9.44 Å at NG = 0, CENTAUR can
provide a Q coverage of ∼0.0016–0.5 Å−1.

With the basic polarization setup and the spacious sample
area, spin-echo modulated SANS (SEMSANS) measurements can
be made using Wollaston prisms and an additional high-resolution
detector with a position resolution of 0.2 mm placed in front of the
central detector module of the low-angle bank to provide measure-
ments covering size scales up to 10 μm, thereby further extending
the capabilities of the instrument.17,18

INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Instrument simulations were performed using Monte Carlo
packages (McStas19 or MCViNE20,21). The positions of the compo-
nents are as described in the previous section (Conceptual Instru-
ment Component and Layout). At present, no component exists for
the T0 choppers to be used at the STS. As a result, the position
was left as an empty gap in the Monte Carlo model. As mentioned
previously, for maximum compatibility between the instrument’s
diffraction and SANS/WANS capabilities, a flat sample geome-
try was selected as the primary test sample geometry during the
performance simulations. The flat sample geometry is broadly rec-
ommended for future experiments due to the ease afforded during
data reduction, but other geometries are certainly feasible if the
experiment necessitates it.

Q range and flux on sample

CENTAUR’s detector arrangement and the broad wavelength
band afford the ability to simultaneously measure a much wider
Q range than in a typical SANS instrument. At 15 Hz, the gap
in angular coverage between the forward scattering detectors and
the backscattering detectors presents limitations on the wavelength
bands that allow overlap in Q space. Therefore, it is recommended
that the minimum wavelength setting be set at least 2 Å. During
operation at 7.5 Hz, the large overlap in Q space between the for-
ward and backscattering detectors is maintained over a wider range
of minimum wavelength settings.

Flux estimates at the sample position for representative con-
figurations at both potential operating frequencies were calculated
from the McStas19 simulations that assumed a 15-mm radius aper-
ture and a 5-mm radius sample aperture and are presented in
Table III. Additional simulations demonstrated that the spatial
distribution of the flux within the radius of the sample is quite
uniform. As can be seen in Tables III and S1, the flux at those
configurations is very good compared to the existing ORNL SANS
instruments,9 as well as other instruments in operation and con-
struction. Note that this might not be a fair comparison because
the source characteristics are very different among a reactor cold
source, FTS, and STS, but it shows that STS is an excellent source
for a broader useable wavelength, especially cold neutrons. For the
lowest Q, 0.001 Å−1 is reachable with neutrons around 16 Å. As
the flux at longer wavelengths is comparable to HFIR monochro-
matic reactor SANS instruments, the performance at this Q point is
comparable to Bio-SANS and GP-SANS. With orders-of-magnitude
improvement in both flux and Q range, CENTAUR will be capa-
ble of time-resolved measurements of kinetic processes and cov-
ering a wide range of hierarchical structures, as mentioned in the
desired specifications from the sciences cases discussed in the
Science Examples section.

Estimated diffraction Q resolution
of the backscattering

A flat, plate-like pseudo-polycrystalline sample with a thickness
of 1 mm was used in a McStas simulation to estimate the diffrac-
tion Q resolution measured with the backscattering detector bank
located at a 1.25 m radius sphere from the sample. The number of
neutron guides used in simulations was set to NG = 0 and NG = 3.
Both modes of operation were tested, 15 Hz (wavelength band
2–9.44 Å) and 7.5 Hz (wavelength band 0.50–15.36 Å). The simu-
lated time-of-flight data collected on the detectors were converted
into Q space, as shown in Fig. 5. The sample was defined to have
evenly spaced, sharp diffraction peaks with the same intensity in the
form of δ functions at Q values up to 15 Å−1. The Q resolution was
estimated from the ratio between the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the diffracted peaks and the peak location, ΔQ/Q. From
the results, ΔQ/Q was found to be less than 1% in the backscattering
detectors, satisfying the science requirement (Fig. S1).

Direct geometry spectrometer instrument
performance evaluation

By taking advantage of the time-of-flight source, CENTAUR
can be transformed to serve as a direct geometry spectrometer
by inserting a high-speed chopper before the sample position,
as described in the key instrument components. The high-speed
chopper, which is expected to be a Fermi chopper, will select the
monochromatic incident energy. The inelastic scattering from sam-
ples will be collected with the existing detector banks and analyzed
by using the time-of-flight, effectively turning CENTAUR into a
direct geometry inelastic spectrometer that can measure both struc-
ture and dynamics. The low-angle detector bank, at 10 m away
from the nominal sample position, will provide a unique inelastic
SANS capability among SNS instruments for measuring very small
energy and momentum transfers. The instrument’s dynamic range
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TABLE III. CENTAUR Q range and flux at sample at selected instrument configurations with a source-defining aperture
of 15 mm in radius and a sample aperture of 5 mm in radius based on the STS source file BL6-Tube-90D-STS-Min-2G-
source_mctal-55_sp.dat (2021). The Q range from the forwarding detectors (three banks combined) and backscattering
detectors is listed separately. The Q range is calculated by using corresponding scattering angle 2θ with λmin and λmax for
Qmax and Qmin, respectively.

Configuration
Wavelength

range (Å)
Q-range (Å−1)

(forwarding detectors)
Q range (Å−1)

(backscattering detector)
Flux at sample
(n s−1 cm−2)

15 Hz, NG = 0 2.00–9.44 0.0016–1.9 1.4–6.25 7.17 × 107

15 Hz, NG = 1 2.00–9.44 0.0023–1.9 1.4–6.25 1.39 × 108

15 Hz, NG = 2 2.00–9.44 0.0039–1.9 1.4–6.25 4.03 × 108

15 Hz, NG = 3 2.00–9.44 0.0056–1.9 1.4–6.25 6.89 × 108

15 Hz, NG = 3 1.00–8.44 0.0063–3.8 1.25–13.50 7.63 × 108

7.5 Hz, NG = 0 0.50–15.36 0.001–5.86 0.83–25.0 4.24 × 107

7.5 Hz, NG = 3 0.50–15.36 0.0035–5.86 0.83–25.0 3.99 × 108

in momentum transfer (Q) and energy transfer (ΔE = Ei − Ef) is cal-
culated in the range of incident energy 0.5–500 meV (12–0.4 Å), as
shown in Fig. 6.

The performance as a spectrometer was simulated with
MCViNE.21 The instrument was set to use all neutron guides (NG
= 3, the source-to-sample distance ∼3 m) to maximize flux at the
sample position. The burst time of the high-speed chopper was set
to ∼30 μs, providing a moderate energy resolution for the incident
energy with decent flux at sample. Using samples with fixed momen-
tum transfer and energy transfer, the inelastic scattering data were
collected at the 10 m detector bank and then reduced into momen-
tum transfer (Q) vs energy transfer (ΔE = Ei − Ef). The instrument
resolution at different incident energies (Ei = 80, 5 meV) was, then,
obtained by measuring the FWHM of the inelastic peak in the Q–ΔE
plot (Fig. 6). The result was consistent with calculations from the

inelastic resolution equation22 with a nominal detection uncertainty
time, as shown by the dashed line in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c).

CENTAUR in relation to other SANS instruments

Driven by the need of the scientific community, SANS instru-
ments at other leading neutron scattering facilities have extended
their Q coverage for both minimum and maximum Q, as well as the
dynamic range measured with a single configuration. Many recently
commissioned and planned SANS instruments cover a Q range
beyond a traditional SANS instrument by providing WANS and
diffraction capabilities, such as Sans2d, LOQ, and LARMOR instru-
ments at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source; upcoming LoKI23

and SKADI24 instruments at the European Spallation Source (ESS);
the VSANS instrument at the NIST Center for Neutron Research;25

FIG. 5. Diffraction peaks collected at
7.5 Hz, NG = 3 on the backscattering
detector array. The inset enlarges on the
higher Q region. The 2D detector data
were only circularly averaged into 1D
profile without additional normalization
and correction.
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FIG. 6. (a) The dynamic range covered
by using the CENTAUR 10 m detec-
tor is shown in yellow. For comparison,
typical dynamic ranges from other neu-
tron spectrometers, including neutron
spin echo, backscattering, and time-of-
flight spectrometers, are overlaid. (b) and
(c) The inelastic energy resolution from
MCViNE simulation at the 10 m detector
bank at various incident energies (Ei) as
labeled. The dots represent the MCViNE
simulation; the dashed line is calculated
from the inelastic resolution function from
Ref. 22.

and the TAIKAN and iMATERIA instruments at the Japan Proton
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). Among them, TAIKAN
covers up to 20 Å−1 with its backscattering detector setup and rel-
atively short minimum wavelength to 0.5 Å and serves as one of
chief inspirations for CENTAUR. At the other extreme in Q, many
SANS instruments are being developed to be capable of very-small
angle neutron scattering that reaches a minimum Q of less than
0.001 Å−1. Potentially, with a few modules of higher resolution
detectors near the beam center and focusing optics, such as con-
verging collimation slits,26 CENTAUR can be upgraded to provide
an improved minimum Q to achieve VSANS. The variable optics
system at CENTAUR provides the flexibility and space for such an
upgrade. However, considering the current science drivers, espe-
cially the much-needed flux for better time-resolved experiments
and smaller samples, such capabilities are not presently considered
for inclusion in the construction of CENTAUR.

It is worth noting that the suite of ORNL SANS instruments
offers a wide range of capabilities that can be optimally config-
ured for different experiment needs. For more static measurements,
the Ultra-Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (USANS)27 instrument
on BL-1A at SNS provides a minimum Q as low as 10−5 Å−1,
and GP-SANS at HFIR provides 0.0007 Å−1. Bio-SANS at HFIR and
EQ-SANS at SNS provide SANS/WANS capabilities via various con-
figurations. However, with the increase of orders in the flux and
dynamic Q range, CENTAUR will provide much better time reso-
lution or smaller samples while covering an even wider dynamic Q
range at once, thereby filling a capacity gap for combining SANS
and diffraction at SNS. Specifications from selected major SANS
instruments are listed in Table S1of the supplementary material.

SCIENCE EXAMPLES

Neutron scattering’s highly penetrating power, unique contrast
especially among hydrogen isotopes, lack of radiation damage to
samples, and magnetic moment have made it an indispensable tool

for solving scientific questions in the structures and dynamics of
complex materials across a large range of length and time scales. In
this section, we provide a selection of science examples for which
CENTAUR will provide high impacts. During the conceptualization
of CENTAUR, many requirements were derived from some of these
science examples. Although the science fields will rapidly evolve
during the upcoming instrument design and construction phase,
CENTAUR’s higher performance and flexibility represent a gener-
ational improvement over existing instruments, and it will satisfy
future emerging scientific needs.

Polymer sciences

Polymers dynamically self-assemble through processes that
span six orders of magnitude of time (from seconds to days) into
hierarchical structural length scales ranging from angstroms to
micrometers. This multiscale assembly process determines both the
structure and the properties of the material, including mechan-
ical strength, conductivity, and biological activity. Unfortunately,
current analytical techniques allow for only a small window of
simultaneous observation that often does not encompass all the rel-
evant features and processes of interest. CENTAUR, with its wide
Q range and time-resolved capability, can cover the length scales
in this observational range from angstrom to beyond 100 nm and
time scales from seconds to days in a single measurement, thus
providing the insight needed to correlate the hierarchical structure
progression with the material’s assembly mechanism. For exam-
ple, we envision that CENTAUR can be applied to understand the
bioinspired peptoid diblock helical assembly, which involves many
length scales of hierarchical structure.28–31 The result will help us
understand how the lamellae stack to form helices and give rise to
chirality.

Another application is the structure of polymer gels and
networks (e.g., double network hydrogels,32 slide-ring gels,33 and
polymer networks with mechanochemistry and mechanophores
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properties32,34–36) that are essential in the development of many
technologies. In particular, with an extremely wide Q range and tem-
poral resolution of seconds, CENTAUR enables in situ structural
characterization of transitions and the response of these materials
to mechanical deformation that can quantify chain conformation
at the individual chain level within hydrogels, which is a key mea-
surement necessary to differentiate among modernized mechan-
ical property theories for networks.36–39 In addition, CENTAUR
enables researchers to study a ubiquitous and practically impor-
tant phenomenon in the industrial processing of polymers, such as
flow-induced mixing, demixing, and phase transition. Many out-of-
equilibrium phenomena can be studied with CENTAUR—including
enhanced concentration fluctuations in semi-dilute solutions and
polymer blends, phase separation in critical polymeric mixtures, and
flow-induced polymer crystallization.40–46

Advanced manufacturing

Compared with the traditional manufacturing process,
advanced manufacturing (AM) is unique in that its processing
is often highly nonequilibrium. Thus, the properties of the built
materials are process dependent. Understanding the nonequilib-
rium processes at the individual part and assembled device level to
ensure consistency poses significant challenges to the wide-ranging
adoption of AM technologies. Neutron scattering is a favorable tool
because it is highly penetrable in many materials, including various
metals.47,48 CENTAUR—with its wide range in the reciprocal
space (e.g., 0.001 to 20 Å−1)—covers the length-scales involved
in large phase separations, precipitates, and atomic deformations
or stresses. The time resolution of seconds aligns closely with
in situ structural investigation requirements. CENTAUR can
address these challenges from emerging AM technologies beyond
metals, including other materials such as ceramics and cement that
share many common characterization challenges with metal AM at
the part level.

Geosciences

Natural geological materials are continuously evolving, and
their interactions with fluids and gases must be characterized at
multiple scales and under in situ conditions as time elapses. Lever-
aged with the contrast variation provided by neutrons, CENTAUR
extends previous studies of pore accessibility,49–51 induced pore
deformation,52–55 and gas behaviors in pores55–57 at the nanoscale
to the atomic scale of the mineral structure, covering more length
and time scales. In addition, a wide range of sample environments,
temperature/pressure ramping, humidity control, strain, and shear
extend the studies to probe much wider parameter space conditions
that a truly high-throughput instrument can offer. For example,
CENTAUR can be used to understand the dynamic processes of
natural gas hydrate (NGH) formulation and disassociation. NGHs
are considered an alternative fossil fuel energy resource because
there are large deposits in permafrost and on the ocean floor.58

Gas hydrates are also considered as a natural medium for gas
storage59 and for CO2 capture and separation, therefore a carbon-
neutral energy solution.60 CENTAUR enables researchers to study
the morphological evolution of the host geomaterials, the dynam-
ics of gas–water transport and phase alteration, and the reactive

potential between the fluid and host materials from the atomic scale
to mesoscale length scales in a temporally resolved manner.

With its spectroscopic capability, CENTAUR can also help
understand liquid dynamics in confined environments. For exam-
ple, the relaxation dynamics of water in the confinement caused by
interfacial water can be measured by using neutron and x-ray Bril-
louin scattering.61,62 The inelastic SANS capability at CENTAUR
will extend them further into a lower Q–E range to capture the
low Q phonon dispersion and decay, as the understanding requires
high-energy resolution over a wide Q range.

Biological systems

SAS techniques have become an important tool in structural
biology, especially in the context of a functional complex or under
physiologically relevant conditions. As the high-resolution struc-
tures of individual proteins are more available than ever with the
development of computationally driven structure methods, such
as AlphaFold63 and RoseTTaFold,64 SAS is poised to contribute
to the understanding of more complex interactions between dif-
ferent biomolecules. At the same time, intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs) or intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) in pro-
teins are highly dynamic, without well-defined structures. Such
systems still present a difficulty for many other methods, even
though the importance of IDPs/IDRs becomes more evident. Here,
CENTAUR can provide valuable ensemble structural information.
With higher flux, CENTAUR reduces the sample amount for bio-
logical samples, lowering the primary barrier presented to many
biological experiments. The improved time-resolution allows us to
understand many kinetic processes in vitro or even in vivo. For
example, this could be useful in understanding the liquid–liquid
phase separation process with a protein called the fused in sar-
coma (FUS), which is involved in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), an incurable neurodegenerative disorder that results in loss
of voluntary muscle movement. CENTAUR will facilitate time-
resolved studies of the structural transitions in FUS that occur
over time at resolutions up to seconds, providing insights into
the molecular-level details of these kinetics processes. Furthermore,
once pathological aggregates or amyloid fibrils are formed, those
highly ordered structures can be detected by the diffraction capabil-
ity of CENTAUR to provide sub-nanometer structural information,
without moving samples to another instrument. The large range
of length scales covered by CENTAUR and the selective deuter-
ation of samples will make it possible to detect conformational
changes in specific molecules within complex surroundings and
then report on the formation of larger ensembles/aggregates and
responses to ligand binding, unfolding, allosterically driven organi-
zational changes, and other processes under physiologically relevant
conditions.65–67 In addition, SANS is a powerful method for study-
ing protein–DNA complexes and protein–protein assemblies using
the neutron contrast matching technique.68–70 CENTAUR enables
automated contrast variation-size exclusion chromatography-SANS
with a flow-through setup, exchanging the buffer with different
ratios of H2O/D2O for more routine analysis of protein–nucleic acid
assemblies.

Another science example is biomembrane systems. Biomem-
branes are an important part of cell biology yet are very dif-
ficult complex to study. Neutron scattering including SANS
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provides greater understanding in biomembranes, enabling the
rational design of antimicrobial drugs that penetrate or disrupt
envelopes of pathogenic microbes,71–73 the design of functional
biomimetic membranes,74–76 the development of a predictive under-
standing of first-line microbial responses to external environmen-
tal perturbations, and the engineering of microbial membranes to
improve their tolerance of the stressful conditions associated with
biofuel/bioproduct formation.77 In particular, a smaller beam with
high flux and the much-improved instrument resolution will make
CENTAUR well-suited for grazing-incidence membrane diffraction
to resolve atomic structure features in biomembranes. Lamellar
and nonlamellar diffraction have provided detailed bilayer struc-
tures with important physiological relevance, such as membrane
fusion, membrane pore formation, membrane–protein interaction,
and biomembrane-based biosensors.78–81 Membrane diffraction is
usually performed at dedicated diffractometers requiring ranges
from relatively low Q (e.g., ∼0.03 Å−1) to reach large unit cells of
up to 200 Å and to maximum Q up to 2.0 Å−1—a range well covered
by CENTAUR.

The wide accessible Q range of CENTAUR will allow for the
synchronous acquisition of both SANS and WANS for the needed
length scales to better understand pharmaceutical agents, such as
protein therapeutics and mRNA vaccines with lipid nanoparticles,
which have grown into major classes of medicines. For example,
with the reduced intermolecular distances in protein therapeutics, a
variety of non-specific protein–protein interactions (PPIs) can take
place, including hydrogen bonding and electrostatic and hydropho-
bic forces.82 Most other biophysical characterization methods are
not suitable for measuring concentrated protein samples, and the
prediction of the colloidal stability of protein from dilute solutions is
often found to be inappropriate.83–85 However, CENTAUR provides
a powerful, nondestructive characterization tool for measuring such
a sample under those needed conditions.85

Quantum condensed matter

A traditional strength of magnetic SANS is the investigation
of flux lattices of superconductors and chiral magnetism, includ-
ing the celebrated skyrmion spin textures.86,87 The high flux and
high resolution of CENTAUR will enable such experiments to be
completed quickly and with a new level of precision. However, the
primary benefit of CENTAUR will be to create several new direc-
tions in this field. The first crucial gain is the ability to resolve
relatively small moments making up large length-scale spin textures
while simultaneously separating features that may be unresolvable
at reactor-based SANS experiments, which typically use large Δλ/λ
or sacrifice flux for smaller Δλ/λ. The advent of high-throughput
entropic mapping of field and temperature space in candidate mag-
netic materials88,89 has revealed a host of unexplained states; many
of these are proposed to be previously hidden topological spin tex-
tures, which are likely distinguishable from one another and from
topologically trivial spin configurations only though subtle varia-
tions in SANS data that CENTAUR can provide. The high flux
and high throughput ability of CENTAUR can rapidly traverse the
magnetic and temperature phase space of small-volume crystals,
thus providing a breakthrough for the community. Furthermore, the
broad Q range of CENTAUR will open new possibilities for inves-
tigating newly predicted spin textures, such as antiferromagnetic

skyrmions,90 which are not accessible with current SANS instrumen-
tation. The second crucial gain is that CENTAUR will also enable a
key new window into understanding the emergent electrodynamics
of these spin textures, many of which are sought for potential appli-
cations. In this case, understanding the response to time-varying
electric and magnetic fields is essential. The time structure of the STS
neutron pulse provides an ideal pathway to investigate the dynamics
of current and applied field.

A fundamental goal of spectroscopic investigations of magnetic
materials is to determine the effective spin Hamiltonian, which is the
underlying origin of the physical behavior. CENTAUR’s ability to
resolve energy transfer will enable investigations of spin dynamics
in the first Brillouin zone in magnetic materials. The only cur-
rent implementation of a similar capability at a modern high-flux
spallation source is the High-Resolution Chopper (HRC) spectrom-
eter at J-PARC.91 With CENTAUR’s much lower-angular coverage
compared with a typical direct geometry spectrometer92,93 and the
broad wavelength band (a wide incident neutron energy range), the
dynamic range will be extended into a much lower Q range with rea-
sonably good energy resolution. The inelastic SANS capability will
enhance the understanding of ferromagnets, ferromagnetic quan-
tum criticality,94 and excitations of mesoscale spin textures,95 and
it will enable the dynamics of magnetic nanoparticles to be probed.

OUTLOOK

Complemented by the significant gain in the new neutron
source at STS, CENTAUR will allow users to perform in situ char-
acterizations of the temporal evolution of metastable structures on
a routine basis. The proposed instrument will form the backbone
for research with neutrons for several fields of growing interest:
it will enable the study of kinetic processes and nonequilibrium
problems in soft materials subjected to external forces and stim-
uli in new detail. With smaller sample volumes and an in-line
sample flow system integrated with an apparatus, such as a size-
exclusion column or liquid-handing robot, CENTAUR will provide
researchers with higher sample-related data quality and/or much
higher throughput—currently major barriers for many neutron
scattering experiments. As CENTAUR’s design and construction
progress in the upcoming years, we will also take advantage of new
developments using artificial intelligence methods for instrument
operation and data analysis. Along with a new suite of spectro-
meters such as BWAVES,96 CHESS,92,97 and EXPANSE98 at STS,
CENTAUR will provide transformative new capabilities for many
sciences.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for an additional table (Table
S1) with specifications from selected major SANS instruments and
ΔQ/Q measured from the diffraction of the pseudo-polycrystalline
sample on the backscattering detector (Fig. S1).
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